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Flatband networks are characterized by the coexistence of dispersive and flatbands. Flatbands (FBs) are
generated by compact localized eigenstates (CLSs) with local network symmetries, based on destructive
interference. Correlated disorder and quasiperiodic potentials hybridize CLSs without additional
renormalization, yet with surprising consequences: (i) states are expelled from the FB energy EFB, (ii) the
localization length of eigenstates vanishes as ξ ∼ 1= ln!E − EFB", (iii) the density of states diverges
logarithmically (particle-hole symmetry) and algebraically (no particle-hole symmetry), and (iv) mobility
edge curves show algebraic singularities at EFB. Our analytical results are based on perturbative expansions
of the CLSs and supported by numerical data in one and two lattice dimensions.
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Introduction.—Disorder has a profound effect on waves
in periodic potentials, smoothing out van Hove singularities
in the density of states and generating Anderson localiza-
tion [1–3]. Three-dimensional disordered lattices support
metal-insulator transitions and mobility edges, while in one
and two dimensions the effect of disorder is much simpler,
localizing all eigenstates and completely suppressing trans-
port. Correlated disorder changes this picture and allows for
complex behavior even in one dimension [4]. Examples
include the appearance of resonant transmission channels
(random dimer model [5] and tight binding models of
DNA [6,7]), metal-insulator transitions (Aubry-André
model [8]), and mobility edges (correlations with power-
law decay [9,10]). Counterintuitively, certain correlations
can even enhance localization [11]. Recent advances have
allowed the direct observation of these fundamental effects
using cold atoms [12–15] and photonic systems [16–18].
The above elastic potential scattering effects can be

both strongly amplified and qualitatively changed when
the kinetic energy is quenched, such as in strictly flat
dispersion [19–24]. Macroscopically degenerate flatbands
occur when perfect destructive interference allows for
compact localized eigenstates (CLSs), modes with nonzero
amplitude only at a finite number of lattice sites. There are
flexible approaches to designing flatband (FB) lattices in a
variety of dimensions [14,21,25,26], which can support
new topological phases [19] and even model the fractional
quantum Hall effect resulting from FB degeneracies of
electronic Landau levels interacting within a magnetic
field [20].
Anderson localization in flatbands displays a variety of

unconventional features including inverse Anderson tran-
sitions [25,27], multifractality at weak disorder [28], and
effective heavy-tailed disorder distributions [29]. Recently,

the local symmetries of the CLSs were used to detangle
uncorrelated disorder into two distinct terms: one that
renormalizes the energies of the CLSs and another that
hybridizes them with modes belonging to other dispersive
bands [30]. This detangling suggests a way to independ-
ently control the two terms using appropriately correlated
potentials. Such control is feasible with ultracold atoms
[12–15] and photonic systems [16–18] but can be also
expected for electric or sound propagation along crystal
surfaces exposed to adsorbing atoms and molecules.
In this Letter, we consider locally correlated disorder and

quasiperiodic potentials in flatband lattices. The compact
flatband states hybridize with other dispersive degrees of
freedom, but their (bare) energies are not renormalized.
This leads to a strong competition between the macroscopic
number of compact localized states, generating new spec-
tral singularities (in contrast to uncorrelated disorder, which
smooths out all singularities). The resulting surprising
action of the perturbations is that (i) all states are expelled
from the FB energy EFB, (ii) the localization length of
eigenstates vanishes as ξ ∼ 1= ln!E − EFB", (iii) the density
of states diverges logarithmically (particle-hole symmetry)
and algebraically (no particle-hole symmetry) for disorder
potentials, and (iv) metal-insulator transitions induced by
quasiperiodic potentials are promoted by the flatband to
mobility edges, whose curves show algebraic singularities
at EFB. Thus, correlated potentials provide a way to “fine
tune” the flatband singularity strength or convert it into
more useful form (e.g., mobility edge). Our analytical
results are based on perturbative expansions of the CLSs
and supported by numerical data.
One-dimensional model.—To illustrate the idea, we will

start with the simplest case of a one-dimensional (1D) FB
model with exactly one dispersive band and one flatband.
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The cross-stitch lattice, shown in the left plot in Fig. 1,
consists of two interconnected chains. Its unit cell is given
by two lattice sites shaded in the figure, and the wave
amplitude at the cell is ψn # !an; bn"T . Stationary waves
follow the eigenvalue problem

Eψn # ϵnψn − tVψn − T!ψn−1 $ ψn$1"; !1"

with

ϵn #
!
ϵan 0

0 ϵbn

"
; V #

!
0 1

1 0

"
; T #

!
1 1

1 1

"
:

In the crystalline case of ϵn # 0, Eq. (1) is put into a
Bloch basis and diagonalized to give the dispersion curves

E!k" # −4 cos!k" − t; EFB # t:

One band is flat and independent of k, with Bloch modes
Bn!k" # !1;−1"Teikn=

###
2

p
. Because of the degeneracy, any

superposition of these Bloch modes is also an eigenmode,
and one can construct compact localized modes ψn #
!1;−1"Tδn;n0=

###
2

p
. Applying the local rotations

ϕn !
!
pn

fn

"
# Dψn; D # 1###

2
p

!
1 1

1 −1

"
; !2"

with ϵ%n # !ϵan % ϵbn"=2, Eq. (1) becomes [30]

!Ē$ 2t"pn # ϵ$n pn $ ϵ−n fn − 2!pn−1 $ pn$1";
Ēfn # ϵ$n fn $ ϵ−npn; !3"

where we measure the energy deviation from EFB as
Ē # E − t, and the CLSs fn are locally hybridized with
the dispersive variables pn at strength ϵ−n , while their
energies are renormalized exclusively through nonzero
ϵ$n (see Fig. 1 right). Experimental realizations of the
cross-stitch model can be obtained in both its original and
detangled forms, the latter having a simpler geometry easily
obtained using microwave resonator networks [18].
Disorder.—Real systems are never perfect and experi-

ence fluctuating deviations from an ideal setup. In
Ref. [30], a disorder potential was added assuming that
on-site energies ϵa;bn are random uncorrelated, with a
probability density function (PDF) of finite variance

P!ϵ" # 1=W for jϵj ≤ W=2 and P # 0 otherwise.
Excluding the CLS variables fn from Eq. (3), one obtains

ϵpn − Ē
2

pn # pn−1 $ pn$1; ϵpn # ϵ$n $ !ϵ−n "2

Ē − ϵ$n
− 2t;

!4"

which is a tight-binding chain under an energy-dependent
on-site disorder potential z # ϵpn . Its PDF displays Cauchy
tails [30] with diverging variance at the FB energy.
Consequently, at weak disorder W ≪ 1 the localization
length ξ of an eigenstate pν

n ∼ e−n=ξ scales as ξ ∼ 1=W2

away from EFB and as ξ ∼ 1=W at EFB. This energy-
dependent inverse localization length ξ−1!E" is numerically
calculated using the recursive iteration

ξ−1!E" # lim
M!$∞

1

M

XM

n#1

ln
$$$$
pn$1

pn

$$$$: !5"

Though the disordered FB states are much more strongly
localized than other states, their width still diverges for
weak disorder. This is because the disorder is uncorrelated,
so it performs both energy renormalization and hybridiza-
tion with dispersive states at the same time.
A drastic change occurs when the potential is correlated

such that energy renormalization no longer occurs, i.e.,
ϵan # −ϵbn, which leads to ϵ$n # 0 (easily implemented with
microwave resonator networks [18]). The remaining poten-
tial ϵ−n has PDF P!ϵ", and Eq. (4) now displays a Fano
resonance at energy Ē # 0 at every lattice site, which
strongly scatters the dispersive degree of freedom pn. For
small Ē, we can neglect nonresonant terms, and substituting
(see the Supplemental Material [31]) into Eq. (5) obtain the
localization length

ξ−1 # ln
W2

8jĒj
− 2: !6"

Hence, irrespectiveof thestrengthW ofthecorrelateddisorder,
the localization length vanishes due to resonant scattering as
the energy tends towards EFB. We compute the localization
length numerically using Eq. (5). The results in Fig. 2

FIG. 1. The cross-stitch lattice structure (left) of Eq. (1). The
detangled version of Eq. (3) is shown in the right plot.

FIG. 2 (color online). Left plot: Localization length ξ versus
eigenstate energy Ē # E − t, for t # 0 (black solid line) and
t # 1 (red solid line). Right plot: Inverse localization length ξ−1

versus ln Ē for Ē > 0, with same color coding as in left plot.
The dashed line corresponds to Eq. (6). Here, W # 4.
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(black lines) agree excellently with the analytical predictions
(dashed line).
While this picture of a macroscopic number of Fano

resonances at Ē # 0 can intuitively explain the behavior of
the localization length, surprisingly, the flatband energyEFB
is completely emptied: no eigenstate can reside there. This
follows directly from Eq. (3), which now allows only for a
trivial solution pn # fn # 0 when E # EFB # t. All the
compact localized states have hybridized and shifted their
energies away; however, a significant fraction stay ener-
getically close to EFB, such that the density of states still
diverges atEFB. To show this,wenote that close to resonance
the eigenmodes should strongly excite the CLSs, whichmay
hybridize among themselves. The weak energy shifts of
these states imply the existence of a small parameter, which
can be used for perturbative calculations. We consider first
t # 0. Up to normalization, we construct (Supplemental
Material [31]) dimerlike states at energy Ē # %!ϵ−0 ϵ−1 "=2 ≪
W2=4 (position shifts can be donewithout loss of generality)
as f0 # f1 # %1, p0 # %ϵ−1 =2; p1 # ϵ−0 =2, pn≥2 # %
ϵ−0 !2Ē"n−1=!!n

m#2ϵ
−
m"2, fn≥2 # %2pn−1=ϵ−n .

The density of states ρ!Ē" for small Ē follows
(Supplemental Material [31]) from the PDFR$∞
−∞ P!x"P!z=x"jxj−1dx of the random number z # ϵ0ϵ1 as

ρ!Ē" # 4

W2

!
ln
W
2
− ln

4jĒj
W

"
: !7"

Despite the result that eigenstates strictly do not exist at
EFB, the density of states ρ!Ē" diverges logarithmically
at EFB.
We perform diagonalizations of Eq. (1) and obtain the

density of states following well-known schemes (see
Chap. 3 in Ref. [32]). The result in the left of Fig. 3
confirms the predicted logarithmic divergence. It therefore
also confirms that we identified the correct group of
eigenstates responsible for the divergence.
When the FB energy is shifted away from the particle-

hole symmetry point EFB # t ≠ 0, the nature of the
localized states changes. At the energy Ē # ϵ20=!2t", we

obtain (Supplemental Material [31]) states with f0 # 1,
p0#ϵ0=!2t", pn≥1 # p0!2Ē"n=!!n

m#1ϵm"2, fn≥1 # 2pn−1=
ϵn. The dimers are destroyed, leaving single-peaked res-
onant states. While the localization length of these states
follows the t # 0 case of Eq. (6) (Fig. 2 red curves), the
density of states behaves quite differently. First, we note
that the obtained states have positive Ē, which means that
they must occur on the larger energy side of the FB
energy. Furthermore, the density of states ρ!E" follows
(Supplemental Material [31]) from the PDF f!z" #
1=!W ###

z
p " of the random number z # ϵ20 as

ρ!Ē" # 1

W

####
2t
Ē

r
: !8"

The divergence is now strengthened to a square root one,
but only on the high-energy side of the FB energy. In Fig. 3,
we indeed confirm this singularity numerically on the right-
hand side of the FB energy. Meanwhile, on the left-hand
side, we instead observe a vanishing density of states.
It should be also noted that we observe a gap developing as
t increases beyond a critical tc [33]. This issue warrants
further investigation and may be related to disorder-induced
crossing resonances [34].
Mobility edges.—Since the localization length is forced

to vanish at the FB energy by correlated disorder in a one-
dimensional system, it can be expected that a system with a
metal-insulator transition will even have a singularity in the
mobility edge, i.e., the dependence of the critical potential
strength on the eigenstate energy. Mobility edges typically
appear for three-dimensional disordered systems; however,
a quasiperiodic potential is known to produce a metal-
insulator transition already in one space dimension. Indeed,
a tight-binding chain with eigenvalue problem Eϕn #
λ cos!2παn$ β"ϕn − !ϕn$1 $ ϕn−1" is the well-known
Aubry-André model that has a metal-insulator transition
at λc # 2, provided α is an irrational number [8]. Note that
λc does not depend on the eigenenergy; therefore, the
mobility edge function is a constant in the Aubry-André
case. In general, deviations from the Aubry-André quasi-
periodic case into other quasiperiodic potentials will lead to
the appearance of mobility edges [35–38]; however, here
we engineer them via a predictable analytical expression.
We again consider a correlated, quasiperiodic potential

ϵan # −ϵbn # λ cos!2παn". Equation (4) can be rewritten as

~Epn # ~λ cos!4παn"pn − !pn−1 $ pn$1"; !9"

where

~λ # λ2

4!E − t"
; ~E ≔

E$ t
2

−
λ2

4!E − t"
: !10"

Equation (9) takes the form of a regular Aubry-André
model; however, with effective energy ~E and potential
strength ~λ, which are functions of the eigenstate energy

FIG. 3. Density of states ρ!Ē" for t # 0 (left) and t # 1 (right).
Divergences are observed at the flatband energies Ē # 0. Log-
arithmic scalings of positive Ē in the insets describe the divergent
behavior, and the dashed lines indicate theoretical results of
Eqs. (7) and (8). Here, W # 4.
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E and the original potential strength λ, i.e., Eq. (10).
Therefore, if present, a metal-insulator transition must
occur for ~λ # 2. This immediately yields a mobility edge
dependence λc!E",

$$$$
λ2c

4!E − t"

$$$$ # 2 ! λc!E" # 2
################
2jE − tj

p
: !11"

For E # t, the mobility edge curve is singular and zero,
corresponding to the lack of any states, as previously
mentioned. In Fig. 4 we show the spectrum of Eq. (9) as a
function of λ. We again compute the localization length
ξ!E; λ" with Eq. (5). If the recursion converges to a finite
number (localized states, insulator), we plot blue points,
while diverging cases are plotted in red (extended states,
metal). The theoretical prediction Eq. (11) is also plotted
and shows excellent agreement with numerical data.
Generalizations.—Remarkably, this constructionworks in

a plethora of other flatband models with CLSs. In higher
dimensional lattices, the construction of low-energy eigen-
states can proceed in exactly the same way: because the
localization length is forced to vanish, for sufficiently small Ē
the eigenstates are near sighted, so their properties are
insensitive to the lattice dimension. The divergence in the
density of states persists, in contrast to the more familiar van
Hove singularities that get weaker as the dimension increases.
As an example, we consider the two-dimensional (2D)

Lieb lattice, which hosts a flatband with nontrivial top-
ology. Here, the compact localized states occupy multiple
unit cells (shaded in Fig. 5) and form an overcomplete
nonorthogonal basis. Furthermore, the flatband is frus-
trated: its projector is long ranged (power-law decay in real
space) and it is forced to touch another dispersive band
[24,28,39]. The band structure is determined by two
dispersive E% and one flatband EFB [40] (here all hoppings
are assumed to be of value unity)

E%!kx; ky" # %2

#################################
cos2

kx
2
$ cos2

ky
2

r
; EFB # 0: !12"

For a given CLS, any on-site potential can be represented as
a sum of a CLS-preserving part and its orthogonal
counterpart. A correlated potential for that given CLS is
then defined by zeroing the CLS-preserving part. Because
of the above mentioned nontrivial topology of the 2D Lieb
lattice, this procedure can be extended to every second CLS
in a checkerboard arrangement with unit cell coordinates
lx # m$ n and ly # m − n (m; n are integers). We realize
the correlated potential by choosing ϵ2j # !−1"jδ in each
eight-site plaquette of a participating CLS (dashed enclo-
sure) in Fig. 5(a) (δ and the on-site energies ϵ2j−1 in the
plaquette are random uncorrelated numbers with PDF P).
Similar to the cross-stitch example, there are rapidly
decaying eigenmodes with E ∼ δ2 ≪ W2=2, which yield
a square root singularity in the density of states. Figure 5(c)
shows the corresponding numerical results [41]. The
predicted square root singularity at E # 0 lies on top of
a background of width W formed by the remaining CLSs
that have their energies renormalized. Also visible are two
peaks at E # %2, which are the van Hove singularities that
have been regularized by the disorder. We note that the Lieb
lattice was very recently fabricated as a photonic lattice
using femtosecond laser writing [42,43]. The required
correlations can be readily introduced by modulation of
the waveguide depths.

FIG. 4 (color online). Spectrum of an N # 512 unit cell chain
under antisymmetric quasiperiodic perturbation with strength λ.
The analytically predicted mobility edge Eq. (11) (black line)
separates extended (blue) and localized (red; ξ < 51) modes.

FIG. 5 (color online). (a) The 2DLieb lattice: its unit cell (shaded
region), the eight-site plaquette (dashed enclosure), and theminimal
compact state (black circles). (b) The band structureE!kx; ky" from
Eq. (12). Red E− (bottom) and blue E$ (top) bands are dispersive,
and the central EFB (green) band is flat. (c) Density of states under
the correlation ϵ2j # !−1"jϵa enforced at each plaquette, display-
ing square root singularity at E # 0; W # 1. Lattice size is N #
24 ! 24 unit cells [44]. The red line is a linear fit.
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Conclusion.—We have shown how appropriately corre-
lated disorder can transform the singular density of states at
a flatband into weaker logarithmic or square root diver-
gences. The resulting simple, analytically tractable models
feature vanishing localization lengths for arbitrarily weak
disorder and mobility edges for quasiperiodic perturba-
tions. This approach offers a flexible and intuitive way to
engineer different types of spectral singularities or mobility
edges in lattice systems and control wave transport.
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